
 
Holiday Photo Spinner Card 

 
Materials Dimensions Accessories/Tools/Etc. 
Marina Mist card stock 8-1/2" x 5-1/2" Stamp Sets: Festive Flurry, Christmas 
Whisper White card stock 5-1/4" x 4"    Messages 
(1) Photo 3-1/4" x 3-1/4" Stamp Pads: Versamark, Marina Mist 
Marina Mist card stock 3-3/8" x 3-3/8" Punches: 1" Circle 
Silver 1/8" Ribbon 3" Paper Piercer 
Scrap copy paper for spinner template  Big Shot w/Circles Framelits; Northern 
    Flurry Embossing Folder 
  Big Shot Magnetic Platform 
  Paper Trimmer 
  Dazzling Diamonds Glitter 
  White Embossing Powder 
  Heat Tool 
  Sticky Strip 
  Glue Dots 
  (2) Silver Mini Brads 
  Regular Scotch Tape 
Tip: Number your Circles Framelits from #1 to #7 (#1 being the largest framelit & #7 being the smallest 
framelit).   Number your Festive Flurry Snowflakes Framelits from #1 to #4 (#1 being the largest framelit and 
#4 being the smallest framelit). 

 
Step-By-Step Directions 

 
   1. Card Front Prep: Place 1 plastic cutting plate on the Big Shot magnetic platform and slide into Big 

Shot.  Lay the piece of white 5-1/4" (tall) x 4" (wide) card stock on the magnetic platform.  Place #4 
circle framelit centered equally on left, right, and bottom around 1/4" from each edge.  Place the #5 
circle framelit in the middle of the #4 circle framelit.  Carefully remove the #4 circle framelit leaving the 
#5 circle framelit in place, cover with the second plastic cutting plate, and run through Big Shot to punch 
out circle.  Emboss piece with Northern Flurry Embossing Folder and Big Shot.  Leave enough room on 
the lower left side to stamp the greeting from Christmas Messages Stamp Set (“Wishing you Christmas 
Cheer and a Happy New Year”).  Stamp greeting with Marina Mist ink. 

 
   2. Circle Spinner Prep: Using Big Shot, magnetic platform, and #4 circle framelit, punch out a circle 

from the 3-3/8" x 3-3/8" piece of Marina Mist card stock.  Cut another circle with the #4 circle framelit 
from a scrap piece of copy paper.  Fold the copy paper circle in half, open up, and fold in half again – 
this time matching up score mark to score mark.  When you open up the circle, an “X” will be in the 
circle – the middle of the “X” is the center of the circle.  This will be your template for punching the 
center of the Marina Mist card stock circle. 

 
   3. Circle Spinning Mechanism Prep: Cut your photo to 3-1/4" x 3-1/4" square.  Lay the Marina Mist 

spinner (made in Step 2) on top of and centered in the middle of the photo.  Make sure all sides are even.  
Lay the paper circle template (also made in Step 2) on top of the Marina Mist circle – again making sure 



that it is even with the Marina Mist spinner.  Using a paper piercer, punch a hole in the center of the 
paper circle template in the middle of the “X”.  IT IS CRUCIAL THAT THE HOLE IS EXACTLY IN 
THE CENTER OF THE MARINA MIST CIRCLE AND PHOTO FOR THE SPINNING 
MECHANISM TO WORK PROPERLY.  From a scrap piece of white card stock, punch out a circle 
with the 1" circle punch.  Use the paper piercer to punch a hole in the center of the 1" circle.  It’s not so 
critical that the hole be exactly in the center of the 1" circle but do your best to have it in the center.  
With a pair of scissors, cut a straight slit from the edge of the Marina Mist spinner all the way through to 
the center hole.  You can use the paper trimmer for this if you like.  Scissors work fine, too.  Next, mark 
the center of the bottom edge of your square photo (center is at 1-5/8") with a pencil and cut a straight 
slit from that mark up to the center hole in the photo.  Again, you can use the paper trimmer.  Just make 
sure that the cuts are straight. 

 
   4. Stamp Embossing Marina Mist Spinner: Mix a little Dazzling Diamonds Glitter with a little White 

Embossing Powder is a medium sized container (like Glad Food Storage containers).  With the slit side 
at the bottom of the Marina Mist spinner, stamp the second to the smallest snowflake from the Festive 
Flurry stamp set in the center of the Marina Mist spinner with Whisper White Craft Ink or Versamark 
Ink.  Using a spoon, sprinkle some of the white/glitter embossing powder on the stamped image, tap off 
excess powder, and heat emboss with your Heat Tool. 

 
   5. Spinner Assembly: Cut a 3" piece of Silver 1/8" Ribbon.  With the slit at the bottom of the Marina Mist 

Spinner, puncture a hole with the paper piercer to the left of the slit around ½" up from the bottom of the 
circle and around 1/8" to the left of the slit.  Fold the ribbon in half, push 1 silver mini brad through both 
ends of the ribbon forming a loop, and attach the brad through the hole you just made on the Marina 
Mist spinner.  Open the brad prongs to the back and cover them with a small piece of regular scotch 
tape.  This will prevent the brad from moving around when it spins and also from scratching the photo.  
Now feed 1 silver mini brad into the center hole of the Marina Mist spinner; then into the center hole on 
the photo; and last through the 1" circle that you made in Step 3.  Close prongs to back.  Line up the 2 
slits at the bottom (spinner and photo).  Lift up the photo and Marina Mist spinner on the left and slip 
just the Marina Mist spinner on the right under the photo on the left side.  If you pull the silver ribbon 
loop around clockwise, the photo is revealed as the Marina Mist spinner continues to spin under the 
photo.  Bring ribbon loop back the left side leaving a small amount of the photo showing.  Add a glue 
dot at the bottom of the photo close to the slit.  Then add 4 glue dots (1 to each corner of the front of the  
photo).  Make sure that none of the glue dots interfere with the movement of the Marina Mist spinner.  
Bring back the embossed front of the card and lay the punched hole in the front centered over the 
spinner.  Don’t attach the front piece until you know that the hole is lined up with the spinner/photo 
piece.  Also make sure that the ribbon loop is to the front of the card front. 

 
   6. Card Assembly: Turn front piece over to back and add adhesive around edges making sure not to add 

adhesive to any moving part.  Attach to card front.  Pull ribbon loop around clockwise to reveal photo.  
A small amount of the Marina Mist spinner will show.  The brad will stop the spinner from continuing.  
When you spin the ribbon loop counterclockwise, the glue dot that you added to the bottom of the photo 
in Step 5 will also stop the spinner from continuing; therefore, also leaving a small amount of the photo 
showing. 

 

SU Catalog Products Used For Holiday Photo Spinner Card 
Item # Description Price/Ea. Page # 

Holiday Mini Catalog: 
132137 Silver 1/8" Ribbon $4.95 28 
131778 Festive Flurry Stamp Set (wood) $39.95 30 
131781 Festive Flurry Stamp Set (clear) $29.95 30 
133284 OR Festive Flurry Bundle (wood) $54.95 30 



SU Catalog Products Used For Holiday Photo Spinner Card 
Item # Description Price/Ea. Page # 
133285 OR Festive Flurry Bundle (clear) $46.95 30 
131790 Christmas Messages Stamp Set (wood) $28.95 34 
131793 Christmas Messages Stamp Set (clear) $20.95 34 

Large Annual Catalog: 
100730 Whisper White Card Stock 8-1/2" x 11" $8.50 145 
126962 Marina Mist Stamp Pad $5.95 147 
119682 Marina Mist 8-1/2" x 11" card stock $6.95 147 
102283 Versamark Stamp Pad $7.50 165 
102023 Dazzling Diamonds Glitter $4.50 166 
109132 White Embossing Powder $4.75 167 
129053 Heat Tool $29.95 167 
122941 1/8" Mini Brads $5.50 170 
119246 Rhinestone Basic Jewels $4.95 171 
103683 Glue Dots $4.95 174 
104332 Snail Adhesive $6.95 174 
104294 Sticky Strip Adhesive $6.95 175 
126889 Stampin’ Paper Trimmer $29.95 176 
126189 Paper Piercing Tool $3.95 179 
119868 1" Circle Punch $12.95 182 
113439 Big Shot $99.95 184 
130658 Big Shot Magnetic Platform $39.95 184 
130911 Circles Collection Framelits $26.95 186 
120902 Northern Flurry Embossing Folder $7.95 191 

Other: 
- Regular Scotch Tape - - 

All stamped images are copyright© STAMPIN' UP!® All content, including photographs, text, instructions and 
design work, is ©StampAcademy. Our designs and projects are for personal inspiration only and may not be 
copied for the purpose of publication, contest submissions, blog entry or profit. You may use these projects for 
an in-person class but you cannot share the tutorials in a digital format or sell them online. The directions 
cannot be shared with non-class participants. You may not post any of the projects on your blog or website. If 
someone is interested in the instructions, please direct them to us. Mail@StampAcademy.com. Thank you for 
adhering to our copyright guidelines!  
 


